The conventional crystallographic structure solution by X-ray Diffraction technique using Rietveld method prove its great potential for determination of the average structure of the materials for long range periodicity. Experimentally, the structural information of long range periodic atomic ordering of material is reflected in the Bragg's peaks while local or short range structure is reflected in the diffuse peaks. In order to obtain structural information about both average and local atomic structures, need a technique that will consider both Braggs peaks as well as diffuse peaks. Therefore, Total Scattering Atomic Pair Distribution Function (PDF) technique based on Debye Scattering function will be the only possible solution. At present synchrotron and neutron sources are the choice for PDF analysis for short range structure study. But there is a need for routine analysis of such type of samples in a conventional laboratory XRD system to get the quick feedback about the short range structure. PDF analysis can be performed in a Laboratory X-ray diffractometer using Ag radiation (λ = 0.5608 Å) to obtain maximum Q value i.e. 22 Å-1. The present work will report PDF based methodology in a laboratory XRD system to extract structural information about nanostructured and disordered materials over short and long range for structural characterization of crystalline and amorphous materials. Present work will report how this PDF technique used to unravel the structure of disordered materials and nanomaterials like amorphous silica, Ni, nano Ba-based Perovskite, etc for better understanding the materials at nano level. Structural information as obtained by the PDF analysis will help to control the performance of the disordered materials for tailoring the materials at nano scale. This method may be applicable to the characterization of the nanoscale crystalline and amorphous materials based on PDF analysis in Laboratory XRD system using Ag Radiation. This proposed experimental technique will help to quick feedback about local or disordered structure based on PDF using Ag radiation in a laboratory XRD system.
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